
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA MAHABUBABAD
HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK (SUMMER VACATION 2021.221

CLASS X

SUBJECT HOME'WORK

ENGLISH 1'Write an essay of 400 words on 'My experience and Learning in Covid
19 scenario'.
2.write an essay of 400 words on 'My Experience of ontine crasses,.
3.Write 200 three forms of Verb.
4.write summary of the poems- Dust of Snow,Fire and lce,and A Tiger
in a Zoo.
S.write summary of the chapters-A Letter to God and rriumph of
Surgery.
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MATHS

' Read all the questions carefully before solving. Write the solution of questions in
Mathematics homework or Activity notebook.
' Complete the project separately on 44 sheets in neat and clear hand writing and
attractive.

' Write your name, class and section clearly at the front cover of project file.

Section A (Questions)



1. Check whether 75t455 is terminating or nonterminating decimal expansion.

2. 654.737373... is a rational number. [TRUE/FALSE]

3. A polynomial of degree 2 is called ---polynomial' (Cubic/ quadratic/

linear)

4. J25isa----------------number.(rational/irrational)

S. Find the quadratic polynomial whose sum and products of the zeros are 5 and -6"

6. Find the H.c.F. of 567 and 255 using Eucli'd's division lemma.

7. Find the LCM and HCF of 510 and 92 and check whether LCM x HCF = product of

the given numbers .

8. Find the zeros of :

(i) 6 x'-7x -3 (ii) 4x'? -4x +1

9. Divide x3-3x2 +5x -3 by x'-2 and find the quotient and remainder'

10. Prove that ^/3 
is an irrational number'

11. Prove that 2 + 5 J3 is an irrational number'

12. Find the zeroes of the following polynomials by factorisation method and verify the

relations between the zeroes and the coefficients of the polynomials:

i. 4x2- 3x- 1

ii. 512 + 12t+ 7

13. For each of the following, find a quadratic polynomial whose sum and product

respectively of the zeroes are as given. Also find the zeroes of these polynomials by

factorisation.
a) -7 and 12 b) 10 and -24

t

14. Given that J2 is a zero of the cubic polynomial

6x"+ 'l2x'-10x - 4"12, find its other two zeroes.

15. prepare 1O MCe TypE QUESTIONS from CHAPTER-1 and 2 each. Also write the

solution.

Section B (proiectwork/activities)

17. Make a project on the title " n - WORLD'S MOST

MYSTERIOUS NUMBER"

18. Perform following activities and write in activity

notebook:

Activity 1: OBJECTIVE : To find the HCF of two numbers

experimentally based on Euclid Division Lemma'

Activity 2: OBJECTIVE : To draw the graph of a quadratic

polynomial and observe:
(i) The shape of the curve when the coefficient of x'
is positive.

(ii) The shape bt tfre curve when the coefficient of x2



is negative.
(iii) lts number of zeroes

SCI ENCE
1- Write a detailed note on COVID_Ig.

2' Draw a weil raberted diagram of any one - human arimentary
canal or human excretory system and write the function of eachpart involved in the respective system.

3- write three exampres of each type of reaction.

4- Make a project on A4 sheets on the topic- circutation of blood inanimals (word limit - 500words)

SOCIAL
SCIENCE

1.Make an ouiline Map of lndia and mark all states and capitrlsl2'Depict major type of soils,their characteristics and their location onoutline Map of lndia. 
er'v rrrtvrr r\''vcrr'rurt utl

3'Depict major ports,Nucrear power prants and rhermar power prant onlndian map.
4'Revise the chapter- Resources and Deveropment.
S.write a brief note on Mahatma Gandhi's contribution to lndianNational Movement. r
6.Write a brief note on French Revolution.


